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EDEN is eagerly excited to announce our partnership with IE 
University an IE Foundation to fund our student-run 
endowment fund through donations, creating the greatest 
practical finance experience in education in Spain.

EDEN is a student-run 
endowment fund initiative 
powered by IE University in 
collaboration with IE 
Foundation offering 
enthusiastic students with 
genuine and practical 
experience in finance.

Santiago Quintana

President & Co-Founder

squintana.ieu2019@student.ie.edu

Phone: +34 607 212 252



After two years of providing a virtual asset-management experience to 
talented and dedicated students EDEN is transitioning, thanks to the help of IE 
University, into managing real assets under management.



EDEN’s mission is to empower students with invaluable practical experience 
and to nurture the next generation of finance leaders by supporting their 
education at IE University.. Additionally EDEN will also be dedicating 100% of 
its profits to fund scholarships at IE University through the IE Foundation.



This next-step realises EDEN’s vision to create Spain’s first student-created and 
student-run endowment fund, opening the doors to an exciting opportunity to 
start career in finance to all students at IE University.



For this however we need your help, EDEN is open to donations, looking for 
individuals or companies willing to support our project and help push forward 
financial education in Spain alongside IE Foundation, while generating positive 
social impact.



Donors will have access to everything we do at EDEN, from equity reports, to 
valuation files, to networking events, and much more. 



Donations can be made through the following platform: 



https://ie-foundation.ie.edu/eden-fund



All donations made to IE Foundation for this purpose will be allocated to the 
EDEN initiative with the aim of providing students with a comprehensive 
learning experience.






To learn more about EDEN 
please visit https://eden-
fund.com and follow us on 
Instagram @eden.fund
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